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Portfolio Update: First Quarter 2022 

During the first quarter ending March 31, 2022, the RMB Small Cap Fund (the “Fund” or “RMBBX”) returned -12.23%, net of 

fees, compared to a -7.53% return for the Russell 2000 Index.     

 

Performance over one year is annualized. The performance data quoted represents past performance and is not a guarantee 
of future results. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate, so that those shares, when 
redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the data 
quoted. To obtain performance as of the most recent month end, please call 855-280-6423. The Fund’s gross expense ratio is 
1.13%. 

The Fund’s investment advisor, RMB Capital Management, LLC, has adapted a contractual expense limitation agreement for 
each fund through April 30, 2022, reducing the applicable Fund’s operating expenses. This may be continued from year to 
year thereafter if agreed upon by all parties. In the absence of such waivers and/or reimbursements, the applicable Fund’s 
total return and yield would be lower. 

 

The first quarter was eventful. Markets absorbed multiple shocks, including the tragic invasion of Ukraine by Russia, the 

highest inflation rate recorded since 1981, commodity price spikes, rising interest rates, a tightening shift in monetary policy, 

and the transition from lockdowns to re-opening the economy. Stock and bond markets sustained significant losses early in 

the quarter before stocks rallied into the final two weeks.  

After such a strong 2021, the Fund gave back some of the significant excess return earned over the last 12 months as 

investors responded to several geopolitical and economic shocks. This quarter, factor risk blew out and trumped company-

specific risk. The quarter was distinguished by exceptional company-specific results, but the Fund lagged for primarily two 

reasons. First, the Fund is overweight companies that got a boost last year from COVID-related spending in the healthcare, 

consumer, and industrial sectors, specifically, innovative healthcare companies that serve the biotech sector and companies 

that benefit from a strong housing market. Second, the Fund is underweight industries that benefit from the commodity 

inflation shock emanating from the war in Ukraine.   

Positive fundamentals for many companies were not rewarded because the market shifted its focus to anticipating 

deteriorating fundamentals due to higher interest rates, tighter liquidity conditions, slower growth, and increased odds of a 

recession over the next 12 months.    

Interestingly, credit spreads have yet to reflect increased recession risks. We expect several of our quality cyclical names to 

come roaring back if the Federal Reserve successfully threads the needle between restraining inflation while avoiding a 

recession.  If we don’t avoid a recession, we expect credit spreads to widen and believe this will reward the Fund’s quality 

bias.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quarter YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years 
Since Inception 

(8/30/2002) 

RMBBX -12.23% -12.23% -0.49% +12.49% +11.09% +10.43% +10.78% 

Russell 2000® Index -7.53% -7.53% -5.79% +11.74% +9.74% +11.04% +10.33% 
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Contributors and Detractors 

Contributors were dominated by companies that benefit from 
factors favorably associated with the “shocks” this quarter: war, 
commodity inflation, re-opening, and rising interest rates.   

Devon Energy Corp. (DVN +36.52%) benefitted from the spike in 
oil prices which resulted from sanctions removing Russian oil from 
the global market. DVN is a low-cost producer that acquired our 
holding WPX last year at an attractive price when oil was near $55 
a barrel. That deal looks exceptionally savvy today with oil at 
around $100. 

Carpenter Technology Corp. (CRS +44.57%) is a steel producer 
focused on higher value-added markets such as aerospace, 
energy, healthcare, industrial, and custom manufacturing. CRS is 
benefitting from higher steel prices, as well as anticipated greater 
demand for steel that goes into energy production and aerospace 
defense manufacturing.   

Chart Industries Inc. (GTLS +7.97%) manufactures highly 
engineered equipment used in every phase of the liquified natural 
gas (LNG) supply chain. The United States is the Saudi Arabia of 
natural gas and the global low-cost producer. In order to export 
it, gas must be converted to liquid form (LNG). As Europe reduces 
its dependence on Russian natural gas, it will need to rapidly 
adopt LNG technology and GTLS is well positioned to meet that 
need.    

Detractors included one company with disappointing fundamentals 

and the rest were “quality cyclicals,” where the market did not 

reward strong fundamentals due to recession fears associated 

with a hawkish interest rate tightening cycle. NeoGenomics Inc. 

(NEO -64.34%), a promising gene-based testing company, 

declined when the Board of Directors and Mark Mallon, Chief 

Executive Officer, agreed that Mr. Mallon will step down as CEO 

and member of the Board, effective immediately. This mutual 

agreement was not the result of any disagreements about strategy with management or the Board, inappropriate action by 

CEO, or any violation of company policy or any accounting irregularity. The board took decisive action given the disappointing 

performance of the base clinical business, which was expected to recover once the Covid headwinds lifted. Mr. Mallon was 

originally hired based on his pharma background to grow the pharma and liquid biopsy business. We anticipate that the new 

CEO will turnaround the clinical business by improving execution as the clinical business value proposition remains strong and 

NEO continues to take market share.  

The rest of the portfolio detractors reported fantastic quarters and guidance, but investor concerns regarding factor risk (rising 

interest rates and recession) drove the shares lower.  

 

Portfolio Activity 

After several quarters of very modest portfolio activity, the volatility of this quarter created more opportunities to add to 

higher conviction names as well as reduce or eliminate some lower conviction names. We think the greatest mispriced 

idiosyncratic risks within the Fund right now are in our healthcare holdings, which are being sold as the tailwind associated 

with the COVID crisis winds down. During the quarter, we topped off our bio-tech basket stocks and added to higher 

conviction names.  

RMB Small Cap Fund 

FIRST QUARTER 2022 CONTRIBUTION REPORT 

Ranked by Basis Point Contribution 

 Basis Point 

Contribution Return 

Top Contributors     

Devon Energy Corp. +117 +36.52% 

Carpenter Technology Corp. +51 +44.57% 

Chart Industries Inc. +27 +7.97% 

American Financial Group Inc. +23 +8.04% 

Fair Isaac Corp. +13 +7.56% 

Bottom Detractors     

NeoGenomics Inc. -110  -64.34% 

Fox Factory Holding Corp. -108 -43.00% 

Trex Company Inc. -97 -51.49% 

Pool Corp. -83 -25.16% 

Omnicell Inc. -72 -28.27% 

The performance presented above is sourced through Factset 
Research Systems Inc. Past performance is not indicative of 
future results, and there is a risk of loss of all or part of your 
investment. The above does not represent all holdings in the 
Fund. Holdings listed might not have been held for the full period. 
To obtain a copy of RMB’s calculation methodology and a list of 
all holdings with contribution analysis, please contact your service 
team. The data provided is supplemental. Please see important 
disclosures at the end of this document. 
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We sold several companies we have lost conviction in because they missed their value creation milestones, specifically Grand 

Canyon Education Inc. (LOPE), Brink's Co. (BCO), and CatchMark Timber Trust Inc. (CTT). Finally, we reduced Monolithic 

Power Systems Inc. (MPWR), a $23B semi-conductor producer which is outgrowing our mandate due to phenomenal 

investment returns.  We initiated a new position in Synaptics Inc. (SYNA), a $7b semiconductor equipment name which is a 

leading worldwide developer and supplier of custom-designed semiconductor solutions. Synaptics’ management team 

continues to strategically transform the business into a more diversified IoT company. SYNA is ramping double digit growth as 

an IoT company which is not fully priced in by investors yet.    

 

Outlook 

Uncertain. That one word captures our current outlook.  War, de-globalization, inflation and rising rates, a more hawkish Fed, 

and a post-COVID world are the new risks that investors have to price into the market.  For investors, the outcome of the war 

in Ukraine may have important long-term consequences.  The successful defeat of Putin could strengthen the existing world 

order by discouraging other leaders among the “axis of evil” from testing the West geopolitically.  A Putin defeat might also 

encourage greater cooperation with the West from China and India.  Alternatively, if Putin gets part of what he wants and 

remains in power, it could weaken the existing world order by encouraging China to invade Taiwan, creating new trading 

blocks and further incentivizing a competing international reserve currency backed by commodities, which would result in a 

significantly weaker dollar, weaker NATO, and threaten European security and economic growth. At the time of this writing, 

the outcome is far from certain.  

Change is the one thing that is certain. We view changing and emerging risks through the lens of the pricing equation to help 

us understand and shape our outlook. 

 

Exhibit 1. The Pricing Equation 

 

 
 

Source: RMB Capital  

BBB refers to low grade bond ratings.  

Quantitative tightening (QT) is a contractionary monetary policy applied by a central bank to decrease the amount of liquidity within the 

economy.  
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At the company specific level, we couldn’t feel better about the value creation fundamentals of our largest holdings.  More 

broadly though, earnings growth expectations are beginning to moderate. External shocks are likely to slow global GDP, keep 

upward pressure on commodities, and increase volatility.   

From a discount rate perspective, the market and the Fed had underappreciated inflationary pressures brought on by 

excessive fiscal and monetary stimulus.  With inflation clocking in at 8.5%, the Fed has pivoted to a more hawkish stance, 

driving rate expectations and the discount rate higher. 

In summary, what changed from Q4 to Q1 is the market moved from being “priced for strong earnings growth, supported by 

decent GDP growth, with very little risk that inflation remains high, and guarded by a Federal Reserve willing to provide 

liquidity when needed” to “priced for stagflation – higher inflation for longer and lower economic growth.” If the market sniffs 

out a recession, stocks will likely head lower from here, but we believe the Fund should outperform on the downside due to its 

higher quality bias.  If the Fed successfully threads the needle, tamping down inflation without causing a recession, we believe 

we would outperform, led by our higher quality cyclicals and secular growth companies.  If the market remains priced for 

stagflation, the Fund may struggle to perform, due to lack of performance from our quality cyclicals and being somewhat 

underweight businesses that benefit from higher priced commodities.   

In our last outlook, we noted “The contrarian in us suggests that the numerator and denominator are more vulnerable to 

negative shocks (mispriced risk) today than they were last year.” Today, markets are pricing more risk, particularly recession 

risk, risk that innovative healthcare companies will collapse as COVID morphs into an endemic from pandemic, that technology 

companies will cannibalize each other in the race from the enterprise to the cloud, and commodity prices will stay elevated 

due to green initiatives and sanctions on Russia. We suspect again some of these risks are mispriced, especially innovative 

healthcare, where we remain overweight.  And while factor risk volatility can drive returns over the short-term, over the long-

term, company specific skill decouples from factor risk and creates excess return for investors.  Our skill remains identifying 

mispriced risk at the company specific level. From that perspective, we continue to feel great about the companies we own in 

the Fund and believe our dual diversified portfolio construction process handles the high level of uncertainty always present 

but especially so in the current environment. 

As always, the companies we invest in demonstrate high managerial skill in capital allocation, which creates value for 

customers, employees, communities, and shareholders.  

Thank you for your commitment to the Fund. Should you have any questions regarding your investment, please do not 

hesitate to contact us. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Chris Faber         

Portfolio Manager 
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TOP 10 HOLDINGS AS OF 3/31/22 
 

Company % of Assets 

Devon Energy Corp. 4.70% 

EastGroup Properties Inc. 4.29% 

West Pharmaceutical Services Inc. 3.22% 

Seacoast Banking Corp. of Florida 2.97% 

American Financial Group Inc.  2.93% 

TriCo Bancshares 2.89% 

Kadant Inc. 2.82% 

Pool Corp. 2.64% 

Catalent Inc. 2.54% 

MKS Instruments Inc. 2.53% 

Holdings are subject to change. The above is a list of all securities 
that composed 31.53% of holdings managed as of 3/31/2022 
under the RMB Small Cap Fund ("Fund") of RMB Capital 
Management, LLC (“RMB Capital”) based on the aggregate dollar 
value. This list is provided for informational purposes only and may 
or may not represent the current securities managed. It does not 
represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended 
for advisory clients (under the Fund or otherwise) during the 
calendar quarter ending 3/31/2022. The reader should not assume 
that investments in the securities identified and discussed were or 
will be profitable. For a complete list of historical recommendation 
for the Fund, please contact RMB Investors Trust at 855-280-6423. 
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The opinions and analyses expressed in this letter are based on RMB Capital Management, LLC's ("RMB Capital") research and professional experience 

are expressed as of the date of our mailing of this letter. Certain information expressed represents an assessment at a specific point in time and is not 

intended to be a forecast or guarantee of future performance, nor is it intended to speak to any future time periods. RMB Capital makes no warranty 

or representation, express or implied, nor does RMB Capital accept any liability, with respect to the information and data set forth herein, and RMB 

Capital specifically disclaims any duty to update any of the information and data contained in this letter. The information and data in this letter does 

not constitute legal, tax, accounting, investment, or other professional advice. Past performance is not indicative of future results, and there is a risk 

of loss of all or party of your investment. This information is confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other part without the 

permission of RMB Capital.  

Diversification does not assure a profit or protect against a loss in a declining market. 

An investment cannot be made directly in an index. The index data assumes reinvestment of all income and does not bear fees, taxes or transaction 

costs. The investment strategy and types of securities held by the comparison index may be substantially different from the investment strategy and 

types of securities held by your account. The Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the 2,000 smallest companies in the Russell 3000 

Index. The Russell 3000 Index measures the performance of the 3,000 largest U.S. companies based on total market capitalization. The index does 

not reflect investment management fees, brokerage commissions, or other expenses associated with investing in equity securities.  

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. For complete 

information about the Fund, including a free prospectus, please contact RMB Investors Trust at 855-280-6423, or visit the website 

at www.rmbfunds.com. The prospectus contains important information about the funds, including investment objectives, risks, 

management fees, sales charges, and other expenses, which you should consider carefully before you invest or send money.  

All investing involves risk including the possible loss of principal. There can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve its investment objective. 

Investments in smaller companies involve additional risks such as limited liquidity and greater volatility. 

Foreside Fund Services, LLC, Distributor 

 

 

 

 


